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Fir.;t, this trend has objectively become an anti-Maoist trend, a 
development which cannot be underscored enough given our particular 
history as a force which emerged from the New Communist Movement. 
Of course, not all trend forces have completed this break in an all-sided 
fashion. Tendencies to conciliate Maoism still exist in our ranks. But the 
general outJook which now defines this trend is based on a thorough 
rejection not simply of the discredited capitalist restoration thesis but of 
the main ideological underpinnings of Maoism, in particular the bour
geois nationalism and petit bourgeois revolutionism which gave it its 
essential character. 

Second, the trend has begun the difficult and absolutely necessary 
process of placing the critique of revisionism on a scientific and 
politically mature foundation, breaking with the various Maoist, 
Trotskyist, and anarchist prejudices and frameworks which historically 
have doomed previous efforts in the U.S. communist movement to 
develop a consistent and responsible framework for this undertaking. 

Third, the trend is developing a coherent set of politics on all the major 
questions of the class struggle. Advanced analyses of the international 
class struggle, the race/national question, the trade union question and 
the question of women's oppression now inform the trend's political 
outlook in these crucial arenas. And these politics have now reached a 
significant stage of synthesis in the trend's first comprehensive perspec
tive on a revolutionary strategy for the U.S.-the United Front Against 
War and Racism. 

Finally, the collapse of the fusion party building line and center means 
that the principal fetter to the trend's continued maturation-a mechan
ical materialist, non-Leninist conception of party building and the 
party-has been broken. Today, with a mass rectification movement 
among communists characterizing the life of the trend, the party building 
perspective which is actually organizing and guiding our trend's political 
life and shaping it ideologically is firmly rooted in the Leninist 
conception of the role of the conscious element 

Taken as a whole, these developments signify the all-sided maturation 
of our trend-not only politically, but ideologically and organizationally 
as well. 

One inadvertent "casualty" of these conferences has been our 
publishing schedule. The tasks imposed by conference preparations on 
editorial board members inevitably slowed down ihe collective writing 
and editing process which goes into the production of this journal. As a 
result, both our previous issue and the present one appear quite late. 
Wtoile this is a concession we were reluctant to make, we trust that 
readers will unite with the considerations involved. 
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The Politics of Nuclear War 

and Nuclear Disarmament 

by the Line of March Editorial Board 

I. Introduction

Perhaps the most spectacular new feature of the present U.S. political
landscape has been the rapid emergence of a broad-based mass
movement for nuclear disarmament. 

As recently as six months ago, U.S. political comme�tators were
noting that the mass protests sweeping Western Europe agamst �e U.S.
plan to deploy new, advanced missiles there had �ot yet found �e1r U • S •
counterpart. Such is no longer the case. Intensified �.S. bel!igeren_ce
toward the Soviet Union and the other socialist countries c�mbme? _with
congressional passage of the most massive U.S. peacetime mtbtary
budget ever has clearly produced a profound anxiety in the U.S. public. 
A groundswell of fear spurred on by a growing perception that the
"unthinkable"-nuclearwar-might be imminent has begun to express
itself in highly visible political forms. _ _ . 

All of the usual barometers of mass sentiment-the opm1on �11s, '!1.e
mass circulation magazines, the frantic scun,:ings of bourge01s politi
cians-indicate that growing numbers are seekmg an end� the nuclear
arms race. This sentiment has already become such a matenal force that
no serious political force, including the bourgeoisie itself, can afford to
take it lightly. . _ 

Campus-based teach-ins and church forums dealing with the �angers
of nuclear war spread like wildfire during the first months of �s year.
These activities peaked in the myriad activities ?1 late Ap�I called
Ground Zero Week. Symbolic actions and educational meetings took
place in 150 major cities, 500 smaller communitie�, and o�e� 350 college
campuses. Participants ranged from longtime antiwar act1V1sts to a host
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